
 

 
 

Minority Report on the document entitled “the impacts of the Royalmount 
project” as submitted by the Agglomeration commission on economic and urban 
development and housing 

 

  

Nous, soussignés, Robert Coutu, maire de la Ville de Montréal-Est, et Alex 
Bottausci, maire de la Ville de Dollard-des-Ormeaux, en tant que membres de la 
Commission d’agglomération sur le développement économique et urbain et 
l’habitation, soumettons un rapport minoritaire formulant nos commentaires en 
réponse aux recommandations de la Commission dans le document intitulé « Les 
impacts du projet Royalmount ». 

  

 

 

 

Robert Coutu  
Maire — Ville de Montréal-Est 
Vice-président — Commission d’agglomération sur le développement 
économique et urbain et l’habitation  
 
 
 
 
Alex Bottausci 
Maire — Ville de Dollard-des-Ormeaux 
Membre — Commission d’agglomération sur le développement économique et 
urbain et l’habitation 
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Introduction 
 

At the outset, we would like to thank all the citizens and groups that have actively 
participated in the consultations of the Agglomeration Commission on Economic and 
Urban Development, and Housing. The recommendations of the stakeholders allowed 
us to broaden our perspective on the Royalmount project. 

Further, given the magnitude and scope of this project, it was normal and essential for 
various organizations to seize the opportunity to express their deep concerns about this 
project which will be located, need it be said again, in a crucial sector of the 
agglomeration of Montreal. 

We regret that the Commission’s report does not reflect the wide variety of opinions and 
recommendations that were shared over the past few weeks. We believe the briefs that 
were tabled and the testimonies from the citizens expressed the need for such a project 
in the agglomeration. It is precisely because many citizens were in favor of the project 
they formulated recommendations for certain adjustments, to ensure that it better 
integrates to the sector. 

Although we have been able to count on a broad participation from civil society, the 
Commission has not been able to benefit from the expertise of representatives of the 
Société de transport de Montréal (STM), the ministère des Transports (MTQ), the 
Autorité régionale de transport métropolitain (ARTM) or the Communauté métropolitaine 
de Montréal (CMM). That absence renders the Commission’s recommendations both 
less reliable and incomplete. 

Moreover, we also wish to express our deep disappointment at not having had the 
testimony, in public or in camera, of representatives from the City of Montreal’s legal 
services regarding the legality of any action from the City or the Agglomeration that 
would result in blocking the Royalmount project, knowing that such action might trigger 
a lawsuit for damages by the promoter. 
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In our opinion, the Commission’s final recommendations do not represent the views 
expressed by the citizens who have come to meet us. Rather, they reflect the views of 
a particular ideological group in our community regarding urban planning. In short, the 
recommendations are more a political statement favouring a rewrite of the planning and 
development Master plan of the Agglomeration, as opposed to recommendations on the 
specific project at hand. 

Finally, on January 24, we did not support the Commission’s recommendations because 
they proposed a direct intrusion into the autonomy of demerged cities. These 
recommendations are in direct breach of the spirit of collaboration conveyed by the 
entire Montreal hierarchy, both in the civil service and among elected officials. This 
constitutes a frontal attack on the local competences of our municipalities. 

It is perfectly legitimate for the City of Montreal to express its genuine concerns, but it 
must be done within the framework already provided by the law, respecting and 
cooperating with all stakeholders involved in the case. We would have been able to 
support a majority report if it had been drafted in the spirit of improving the project at 
hand. However, the Commission members elected in the City of Montreal have chosen 
another path, that of confrontation and legality, to our great disappointment. 
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Recommendations from ASM to the Executive Committee 
 

1. Governance and fiscal policy 

 

R-1 and R-2 

We cannot endorse in any way the recommendation proposing that all stakeholders 
formally commit to putting the project on hold, and that in the absence of such a 
negotiated agreement, the City and the Agglomeration use legal means to enforce the 
suspension of the Royalmount project. 

We would have been able to support a recommendation that invited stakeholders to 
formally engage in discussions to improve certain areas of the project, and to commit to 
dealing with them quickly using appropriate forums. 

However, the second paragraph of this recommendation, which evokes a desire to 
intrude into the responsibilities of demerged cities, is a dangerous precedent which 
might weaken relations between demerged cities and the City of Montreal. 

We believe that solutions will emerge between stakeholders if all act in good faith. We 
respectfully invite the Executive Committee not to follow this recommendation. 

 

R-3  

We are not opposed to evaluating the relevance of new urban planning tools designed 
to improve cohesion for region-wide development, in keeping with the objectives of 
Montreal’s urban planning and development Master Plan. However, this conversation 
must be constructive and involve all partners of the Agglomeration of Montreal. It is worth 
recalling that the City of Montreal and the ASM agreed last summer to set up four 
different working committees to study governance issues. 

In light of this recommendation, we suggest the Executive Committee should choose 
collaboration with demerged cities, using existing bodies as the best forums to hold 
meaningful discussions. We reject from the outset any unilateral approach by the City 
of Montreal with the government of Quebec. 
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R-4  

We cannot support a recommendation to create a new fiscal measure that would allow 
the City of Montreal to collect new taxation revenues from the Town of Mount-Royal and 
the Agglomeration. 

This is yet another intrusion into local powers. It is up to Mount-Royal and its city council 
to manage its revenues as it sees fit. 

As for the recommendation that the Agglomeration council should dedicate revenues 
from the Royalmount project, we believe it would be wiser for the Executive Committee 
to suggest that this recommendation should be handled by the joint City-ASM committee 
dealing with fiscal potential. 

 

2. Mobility  

 

R-5 

With respect to the recommendation of stakeholder collaboration with the MTQ to foster 
the development of new active and public transit modes of transportation, while 
promoting interconnectivity with different existing networks, we support this 
recommendation. Many people mentioned the question of mobility and accessibility to 
the Royalmount site as an important one during the Commission's discussions.  

In addition to the new active and transit modes of transportation, we view the connection 
of Cavendish Boulevard as essential to the Royalmount project, an unfinished yet key 
boulevard to restore fluidity to the sector. For too many years, administrations have 
followed one another at the City of Montreal without making any meaningful progress 
on this issue. We invite the Executive Committee to accelerate discussions with all 
stakeholders involved.  
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R-6  
 

We fully agree that the MTQ should study all mitigation measures proposed by the 
promotor of the project to determine their feasibility. They should consider the needs for 
this sector as well as those of all stakeholders. 

R-7 

We wish to express profound reservations regarding the recommendation to require 
promoters to substantially reduce the number of parking spaces in the Royalmount 
project. Without wishing to undermine the merits of the recommendation, it is important 
to remember that the Royalmount project’s parking space must respect local regulations 
of the Town of Mount-Royal. 

We believe that TMR should validate the relevance of this recommendation if necessary, 
and to decide in the context of this project if it wishes to amend its local regulation 
regarding parking space. 

Forthcoming discussions between stakeholders, taking into account possible solutions 
from active and transit modes of transportation, will allow Mount-Royal to validate 
whether to modify or not its local regulation. 

 
3. Housing and urban planning 

 

 

R-8  

On many occasions, the Mayor of Town of Mount-Royal stated that their City council 
would analyse and study the addition of a residential competency. In this regard, we 
agree with the recommendation to the extent that all stakeholders take a stand in favour 
of this request. We are convinced that Mount-Royal is already taking into account the 
metropolitan aspect of the project. 
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R-9 

 

We invite the Executive Committee to address the recommendation to adopt a plan for 
management of air quality and noise, taking into account the obligations already 
provided by law, and to refer the carrying out of such a study to competent authorities. 

 

R-10  
 

We believe the recommendation that requires the promoter to review the extent of the 
areas reserved for offices, shopping and entertainment uses is inappropriate. We totally 
challenge this recommendation which ignores exclusive powers of demerged cities. It is 
up to Mount-Royal to define these parameters of the project, according to the rules of 
its local urban planning Master plan. Given the magnitude of the project, we believe that 
Mount-Royal authorities will take into account the needs of this sector as a whole. 

 

R-11 

With respect to the inclusion of social housing that regular families can afford, we are in 
favour of integrating these factors in the context of residential development. However, 
we believe that a decision to that effect falls within the jurisdiction of each individual 
demerged city. Thus, we cannot agree with the idea that Montreal or the agglomeration, 
in the current framework, can dictate what should or should not be done. 

 
R-12  
 

We have no objection in principle to the idea that the promoter and the Town of Mount-
Royal would evaluate the value of a feasibility study to integrate geothermal and other 
renewable energies into the Royalmount project in order to achieve carbon neutrality. 
We understand that it is not up to the agglomeration to force such a study to be carried 
out. 
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4. Economic development, local commerce and culture 
 
 
R -13 
 
See section R-8. 
 
 
R-14 and R-15 
 
The Commission proposes that the City of Montreal and the agglomeration work to 
identify the most appropriate locations and areas for commercial activities, 
entertainment, office towers, and to define necessary space according to the sector and 
the cultural and entertainment places available elsewhere on the island, including the 
downtown area. 

 

We cannot agree with recommendations 14 and 15. In our view, it is not up to the 
agglomeration to play a role in redrawing the Royalmount project. This power solely 
belongs to the local authority, in this case Town of Mount-Royal. However, we invite all 
stakeholders to pursue a dialogue to find solutions to the problems identified during the 
Commission’s consultations. 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 
As representatives of demerged cities in the agglomeration of Montreal, we believe that 
the Royalmount project is a necessary development, not only for the sector in which it 
is located, but also for the collective enrichment of the entire agglomeration of Montreal. 
 
This project has a regional scope for which solutions must be found in order to ensure 
its success. The issues of urban integration, mobility and accessibility to the site are 
legitimate. Both the Town of Mount-Royal and the promoter have repeatedly expressed, 
both before the Commission and publicly, their willingness to work in collaboration with 
all stakeholders. 
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This collaborative spirit must continue to prevail. Integration challenges must not be 
used as a pretext for an intrusion of the city or the agglomeration of Montreal within the 
exclusive powers of demerged cities, as many of the Commission’s recommendations 
seem to imply. 
 
At the last meeting of the agglomeration council on January 31, representatives from 
the demerged cities asked the Mayor of Montreal, Ms. Valerie Plante, to clarify her 
thoughts regarding the Commission’s recommendations. We take note of her 
willingness to not “question the autonomy of cities, a principle”, she said, “that is 
defended tooth and nails throughout the entire province of Quebec.” 
 
Much like the Mayor, we hope that “pathways” will be identified to the satisfaction of all 
stakeholders so that this project can be developed for the greater good of all the 
agglomeration of Montreal. The success of this project would send a strong signal to the 
business community that it is possible to invest on the island of Montreal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


